Croatian Writers' Association

POWER OF ATTORNEY

I, the undersigned author / heir of copyright to the deceased author or copyright holder, in the capacity of the author of literary work, illustrator, or translator,

authorize the Croatian Writers' Association (hereinafter: DHK), Zagreb, Trg bana Jelačića 7/I, OIB: 14928074436, as the holder of the Approval of the State Intellectual Property Office for the exercise of activities of collective management of rights to compensation for public lending and rights to compensation for reproduction of written editions for private and other own use (so-called private copying),

to exclusively exercise and protect the aforementioned rights of collective management on my behalf, and for my account, both domestically and internationally, regarding all my literary and other written works, as well as those acquired as an heir or rights holder.

Within the scope of this power of attorney, DHK may in particular:

a) grant permission for the public lending of literary and other written works;
b) grant permission for the reproduction of written editions for private and other own use;
c) determine the amount of author's royalties, perform their collection, determine the method of distribution of the total collected author's royalties, and distribute them;
d) initiate and conduct judicial (criminal, misdemeanor, civil) and other proceedings to protect my copyright, dispose of the claim in any way, and settle;
e) perform all other tasks related to the exercise and protection of my copyright for public lending and private copying domestically and internationally.

The power of attorney may be revoked in accordance with the Statute and other general acts of DHK.

By signing this power of attorney, I consent to DHK using my personal data for entry and processing for the purpose of fulfilling the legal obligation of collection, processing, and distribution of author's royalties, and that they will keep them confidential and will not provide or make them available to third unauthorized parties without consent. DHK guarantees the protection of personal data in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation of the European Union and the Implementation Act of the General Data Protection Regulation (NN 42/18).

Place and date: ___________________________ Right holder (signature): ___________________________
Data concerning the Author or the Right holder:
(please fill out in block letters)

Name and surname of the author: ________________________________
Name and surname of right holder: ________________________________
Role (writer, translator or illustrator): ________________________________
Pseudonym: ________________________________

Personal data

PIN (personal identification number): ________________________________
Date and year of birth: ________________________________
Domicile – city and postal code: ________________________________
Domicile – street and number: ________________________________

Alternative address (residence)

Residence – city and postal code: ________________________________
Residence – street and number: ________________________________

Contact information

Telephones (mobile): ________________________________
e-mail: ________________________________

Payment account information

IBAN account: ________________________________
Swift: ________________________________
Bank name: ________________________________

Membership in Croatian Freelance Artists' Association – HZSU
Yes or No

______________________________ ________________________________

Place and date: __________________________________________
Signature: ________________________________